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ABSTRACT 26 

Radiation therapy for head and neck cancer causes damage to the surrounding salivary glands, 27 

resulting in salivary gland hypofunction and xerostomia. Current treatments do not provide lasting 28 

restoration of salivary gland function following radiation; therefore, a new mechanistic 29 

understanding of the radiation-induced damage response is necessary for identifying therapeutic 30 

targets. The purpose of the present study was to investigate the metabolic phenotype of radiation-31 

induced damage in parotid salivary glands by integrating transcriptomic and metabolomic data. 32 

Integrated data were then analyzed to identify significant gene-metabolite interactions. Mice 33 

received a single 5 Gy dose of targeted head and neck radiation. Parotid tissue samples were 34 

collected 5 days following treatment for RNA sequencing and metabolomics analysis. Altered 35 

metabolites and transcripts significantly converged on a specific region in the metabolic reaction 36 

network. Both integrative pathway enrichment using rank-based statistics and network analysis 37 

highlighted significantly coordinated changes in glutathione metabolism, energy metabolism 38 

(TCA cycle and thermogenesis), peroxisomal lipid metabolism, and bile acid production with 39 

radiation. Integrated changes observed in energy metabolism suggest that radiation induces a 40 

mitochondrial dysfunction phenotype. These findings validated previous pathways involved in the 41 

radiation-damage response, such as altered energy metabolism, and identified robust signatures in 42 

salivary glands, such as reduced glutathione metabolism, that may be driving salivary gland 43 

dysfunction. 44 

 45 
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INTRODUCTION 48 

 The American Cancer Society estimates over 53,000 new cases of head and neck cancer 49 

are reported each year in the United States (55). Radiation therapy is part of the standard of care 50 

for these types of cancers, but unfortunately it causes irreversible damage to the surrounding 51 

salivary glands resulting in a significant loss of physiological function (28). This damage leads to 52 

chronic hyposalivation and xerostomia, diminishing the quality of life of these cancer patients 53 

(17), (49). Prevention and treatment options for xerostomia, such as anti-inflammatory cytokine 54 

drugs and topical analgesics, only provide symptom control and do not restore endogenous 55 

production of saliva (6), (32). 56 

In order to capture the systemic damage caused by radiation, metabolomics analyses have 57 

been conducted of saliva, serum, and urine to identify biomarkers of whole-body radiation 58 

exposure in mouse models (23), (38), (39). At the tissue level, radiotherapy (2 Gy γ-radiation) 59 

has been shown to alter energy and membrane metabolism in testicular tissue of mice at acute 60 

(24 hour) and chronic (5 week) time points post-radiation (29). Interestingly, trichostatin A 61 

administration (an epigenetic regulator) reversed the observed radiation-induced metabolic 62 

alterations and testicular dysfunction (29). This research demonstrates that a therapeutic 63 

intervention can restore tissue-specific function following radiotherapy. To our knowledge, no 64 

study has investigated the metabolic alterations caused by radiation-induced damage to salivary 65 

glands.  66 

Although metabolomic profiling technologies have become increasingly powerful, 67 

metabolite levels alone may not specifically determine which reactions are altered by irradiation, 68 

and other ‘omics data can help fill this gap. Integration of transcriptomic and metabolomic data 69 

can identify significant associations between enzymes and metabolites that drive the phenotype 70 



under study. A common approach for interpreting ‘omics data is to evaluate the differentially 71 

expressed genes or metabolites for known pathways, but this analysis will necessarily limit the 72 

scope to a small subset of features. Gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) (58) is a popular 73 

alternative approach that uses the full range of p-values across all genes to identify pathways 74 

ranked higher than expected by chance. GSEA and metabolite set enrichment analysis (MSEA) 75 

(67) can be combined to find pathways that are significant across both modalities. However, 76 

changes in metabolic state cannot always be neatly confined to pre-defined pathways, and these 77 

analysis strategies cannot discover new disease pathways. Overlaying gene and/or metabolite 78 

data on networks of known interactions can reveal “active modules” that provide mechanistic 79 

insight without being limited to pre-defined pathways (31). 80 

 The purpose of this study was to integrate genes and metabolites altered in response to 81 

irradiation of salivary glands and integrate their function using network- and pathway-based 82 

enrichment analysis. One key finding is that radiation treatment leads to coordinated changes in a 83 

statistically significant region of the metabolic network. Integrated enriched pathways include 84 

glutathione metabolism, energy metabolism (TCA cycle and thermogenesis), peroxisomal lipid 85 

metabolism, and bile acid production. Manual curation of metabolites not annotated to KEGG and 86 

HMDB databases correspond to increased synthesis of glycosyl ceramides and increased 87 

sphingosine levels, highlighting additional metabolic pathways involved in the radiation-damage 88 

response that cannot, by definition, be captured using conventional pathway enrichment. Both our 89 

manual curation and our automated network integration analyses revealed new metabolic facets of 90 

previously observed radiation-induced salivary gland phenotypes. These metabolic alterations 91 

potentially explain the exquisite sensitivity of salivary gland tissue to radiation. 92 

 93 



RESULTS 94 

Metabolomic and transcriptomic profiling of irradiated salivary glands 95 

 Out of 2,400 authentic standards in the Metabolon proprietary in-house library, a total of 96 

749 metabolites were detectable (Supplemental Table S1; to access supplemental material, use the 97 

Zenodo link provided in the Data Accessibility section). At 5 days post-radiation, a clear 98 

distinction was observed between the metabolite profiles of the irradiated and untreated (control) 99 

groups in the principal component analysis (PCA; Fig. 1A) and orthogonal partial least squares 100 

discriminant analysis (OPLS-DA; Fig. 1B). From the OPLS-DA S-plot (Fig. 1C), we identified 34 101 

metabolites of importance that were upregulated (between -20 to -10 p1) and 20 that were 102 

downregulated (between 10 to 20 p1) in the irradiated group (Supplemental Table S2). Metabolites 103 

that were higher in irradiated glands included amino acid derivatives, bile acids, and ceramides, 104 

whereas metabolites that were lower in the irradiated glands fell into glutathione and glycerol 105 

families. Out of the 54 metabolites identified from the S-plot, 5 were not annotated to KEGG, 106 

HMDB, or PubChem: 1-dihomo-linolenylglycerol (20:3), 1-heptadecenoylglycerol (17:1), equol 107 

sulfate, glycosyl ceramide d18:1/20:0, d16:1/22:0, and glycosyl ceramide (d18:2/24:1, d18:1/24:2) 108 

(Supplemental Table S2). Therefore, these 5 metabolites could not be included in GSEA, MSEA, 109 

joint pathway enrichment, or network analysis and were manually annotated to pathways.  110 

Differential intensity analysis showed 7 metabolites with Padj < 0.1, and 30 metabolites 111 

with unadjusted P < 0.01 between the irradiated and untreated conditions, out of the 749 total 112 

identified metabolites (Supplemental Table S3). The top 25 most significant differentially 113 

expressed metabolites are shown in the heatmap (Fig. 1D). Using Metabolite Set Enrichment 114 

Analysis (MSEA) we found that altered metabolites are enriched for amino acid metabolism, 115 



sphingolipid metabolism, and nucleotide metabolism (the full list of significant pathways is 116 

provided in Supplemental Table S4).  117 

 To profile the transcriptome, we performed RNA-sequencing of untreated and irradiated 118 

salivary glands. One of the untreated samples had low quality according to its RNA Quality 119 

Number (RQN) score but passed all other quality control metrics and was included in further 120 

analysis (see “RNA Isolation, NGS Library Preparation and Sequencing” in Methods and 121 

Supplemental Figure S1 for more details). The raw reads were mapped to 52,636 mouse Ensembl 122 

gene IDs. After filtering for low counts, there were 25,422 remaining Ensembl gene IDs. The PCA 123 

plot showed separation between irradiated and control samples (Fig. 2A). Differential expression 124 

analysis resulted in 155 genes with Padj < 0.05 annotated to mouse, out of which 135 have an 125 

associated human ortholog gene symbol (Fig. 2B, Supplemental Table S5). Furthermore, pre-126 

ranked gene set enrichment analysis against the Gene Ontology database for biological processes 127 

mainly showed perturbation in pathways associated with immune response, cell adhesion, and 128 

protein targeting (Supplemental Table S6). We chose to prioritize biological process (BP) terms 129 

from the Gene Ontology database, as they encompass more specific signaling pathways, biological 130 

programs, and functions of the cell and are more likely to represent drug targets that could assist 131 

in repairing salivary gland dysfunction in patients. Six genes that are annotated to enzyme 132 

commission (EC) metabolic enzymes were differentially expressed; these included carbonic 133 

anhydrase 6 (CA6), ceramide glucosyltransferase (UGCG), the phosphatase INPP4B, the 134 

phosphodiesterase ENPP2, the phosphatidylinositol PIK3CD, and the tyrosine kinase TNK2. The 135 

lack of GO term enrichment in metabolic pathways, coupled with the relative scarcity of 136 

differentially expressed enzymes, prompted us to move to a more integrative approach that would 137 

help interpret the transcriptomic profiles in the context of the metabolic network. 138 



Integration of metabolomic and transcriptomic data through rank-based statistics 139 

Separate analysis of metabolomic and transcriptomic data revealed some common 140 

pathways (such as DNA replication), but most of the enriched processes were distinct. 141 

Furthermore, only a handful of enzymes and metabolites were significantly different between 142 

irradiated and control samples after applying the standard differential expression pipeline. 143 

Therefore, we decided to use rank-based enrichment tests similar to Gene Set Enrichment Analysis 144 

(GSEA) to integrate the two datasets (see Supplemental Bioinformatics Methods and 145 

Supplemental Table S7). Based on this analysis, we discovered 103 pathways that have a joint 146 

FDR < 0.05 and also have nominally significant enrichment in the genes and the metabolites 147 

separately, showing that they are supported by alterations in both data types (Figure 3A, 148 

Supplemental Table S8). The highest ranked enriched pathways include the TCA cycle and 149 

respiratory electron transport (Reactome pathway: R-HSA-1428517), thermogenesis (KEGG 150 

pathway: hsa04714), and the cell cycle (KEGG pathway: hsa04110). 151 

Identifying key gene-metabolite interactions through network analysis 152 

 Using the human ortholog genes determined earlier, we overlaid our expression and 153 

metabolite data in the context of human metabolic networks assembled in publicly available 154 

resources (STITCH and Recon3d) (9), (37). We observed that the genes with Padj < 0.05 and the 155 

metabolites with P < 0.05 interact more strongly with each other in the STITCH chemical-protein 156 

network than expected by chance (P < 0.001; permutation test). This interaction demonstrates that 157 

our two profiling experiments converge on a common metabolic subnetwork that underlies the 158 

response of salivary glands to radiation. Using network community detection, we found that the 159 

network of altered genes and metabolites fall in clusters enriched for distinct metabolic pathways 160 

including bile acid biosynthesis, fatty acid degradation, central carbon metabolism, and 161 



sphingolipid metabolism (Figure 3B). Likewise, overlaying altered genes and metabolites on the 162 

Recon3d network of reconstructed metabolic reactions (https://www.vmh.life/#reconmaps) 163 

highlights key interactions, including the regulation of reduced glutathione by GPX4; an increase 164 

in the amino acid transporter SLC38A1 associated with higher levels of glutamine, arginine, and 165 

other amino acids; and the catalysis of the reaction creating phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP) by the 166 

enolase ENO3 (Supplemental Figure S2). 167 

 Next, we sought to expand the subnetworks of altered genes and metabolites through nodes 168 

that are not themselves altered by irradiation, but which are implicated by their close proximity to 169 

differentially expressed nodes using jActiveModules (31) and the Genes and Metabolites web 170 

application (GAM) (54). The top-scoring module from jActiveModules involved amino acid 171 

metabolism, bile acids (taurochenodeoxycholate), peroxisomal lipid metabolism (ACOT1/2) and 172 

glutathione (Figure 4A). GAM also led to a network module that centered on glutamate and 173 

glutathione metabolism and connected with amino acids and putrescine (Figure 4B). Overall, 174 

overlaying the data on the metabolic network highlighted the central role of glutathione in 175 

connecting the observed changes in amino acid metabolism, lipid metabolism, and bile acids. 176 

Integrated view of how radiation alters cellular metabolism in salivary glands 177 

From the list of significantly enriched pathways from GSEA, we manually removed cell 178 

cycle and cell proliferation pathways (which are commonly observed in the radiation damage 179 

response (8)) and manually selected twelve representative metabolic pathways from the remaining 180 

results. To visualize how these pathways feed into each other, we constructed two meta-networks, 181 

where each pathway is represented as a single node. In the first “unperturbed” meta-network, edges 182 

represent the total weight of STITCH interactions between all pathway members that were 183 

measured using our ‘omics platforms; in the second “IR-perturbed” version, the edges represent 184 



the total weight of interactions between only the GSEA “leading edge” genes and metabolites that 185 

were altered in the irradiated group. The first meta-network (Fig. 5A) shows that the baseline 186 

pathway definitions lead to strong interactions between TCA cycle, thermogenesis, and 187 

peroxisomal lipid metabolism. Comparing with the IR-perturbed meta-network (Fig. 5B), we see 188 

in the irradiated samples a major shift towards interactions among protein digestion, glutathione 189 

metabolism, nucleotide metabolism, and cellular respiration. 190 

Next, we mapped out in greater detail the metabolic reactions in these pathways and the 191 

cellular compartments in which they take place (Fig. 6). We identified leading edge genes and 192 

metabolites from the GSEA and MSEA analyses within the mapped metabolic pathways and 193 

denoted them as upregulated or downregulated in the irradiated group. Most genes involved in 194 

phosphatidylinositol (PI) signaling increase in the irradiated samples. In contrast, most metabolites 195 

annotated to PI signaling do not show significant changes or are not detected, but we do see a 196 

significant decrease in 2-arachidonylglycerol (2-AG) levels from the differential expression 197 

analysis compared to control, which can be annotated to PI signaling or endocannabinoid 198 

metabolism. Several leading edge amino acids that map to glutathione metabolism increase in the 199 

irradiated group, including elevation in the levels of glutamine, a precursor in glutathione 200 

synthesis, and the glutamine transporter gene SLC38A1. Further down the glutathione metabolism 201 

pathway, reduced glutathione (GSH) and GPX4 (gene that encodes the enzyme glutathione 202 

peroxidase which converts GSH to the oxidized form, GSSG) both decrease in the irradiated 203 

samples. Peroxisomal lipid metabolism displays reductions at both the transcript and metabolite 204 

levels. Interestingly, there is a significant increase from the differential expression analysis in the 205 

levels of at least 4 secondary bile acids and at least 5 acyl-amino acids in the irradiated group, 206 

which can both be synthesized in the peroxisome. Mitochondrial fatty acid beta-oxidation is also 207 



downregulated at both the transcript and metabolite level in irradiated glands. A difference is seen 208 

in the transcript levels of the enzyme acyl-CoA thioesterase 1 that hydrolyzes acyl-CoA into 209 

coenzyme A and free fatty acids, and additionally in the metabolite coenzyme A between the 210 

groups. Mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation is downregulated at the transcript level, 211 

specifically within complex I, III, IV, and the ATP synthase complex in the irradiated group. 212 

Within the sphingolipid metabolism pathway, we observe a difference in the levels of four 213 

sphingomyelin species and two glycosyl ceramide species from differential intensity analysis, with 214 

higher levels in the irradiated samples. The expression of UGCG that encodes the enzyme which 215 

converts ceramide to glycosyl ceramide is upregulated, corresponding with an increase in glycosyl 216 

ceramide biosynthesis in the irradiated group. Differences are also seen in the lipolysis regulation 217 

pathway for a few genes and metabolites with lower levels in the irradiates samples, most notably 218 

ADRB3 that encodes for a beta-adrenergic receptor family member and LIPE, a lipase involved in 219 

free fatty acid production. This manual curation of metabolites to metabolic pathways reveals an 220 

additional layer of detail that, when combined with the integrated networks, creates a more holistic 221 

representation of irradiation-induced changes in a metabolic context within salivary glands. 222 

 223 

DISCUSSION 224 

 Radiation-induced salivary gland dysfunction and xerostomia continue to be significant 225 

problems for head and neck cancer patients due to a lack of mechanistic understanding of 226 

salivary gland damage. Here we have conducted a pathway and network analysis of metabolomic 227 

and transcriptomic profiles of irradiated parotid salivary glands compared to control. Our results 228 

support previous work that suggests involvement of glutathione and PI metabolism (22), (53), 229 



(60); and suggest novel interactions including sphingolipid/ceramide metabolism, peroxisomal 230 

metabolism dysregulation, and mitochondrial dysfunction. 231 

 Radiation induces the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) such as hydrogen 232 

peroxide, resulting in DNA damage and lipid damage (lipid peroxidation) (24). Glutathione is 233 

one of the most abundant antioxidants produced to neutralize ROS and prevent radiation-induced 234 

damage (12). Our data shows a significant difference in reduced glutathione (GSH) and the 235 

transcript GPX4, suggesting that decreased GSH levels following radiation treatment could be 236 

driving the sensitivity to radiation that results in the loss of tissue function. Further, both the 237 

jActiveModules and the GAM network analyses highlight GSH as a central node connecting 238 

different facets of the cellular response to irradiation. Our meta-network analysis also revealed 239 

strong interactions between genes and metabolites within glutathione metabolism and members 240 

of several other pathways (TCA cycle/electron transport chain and protein digestion/absorption) 241 

that could be involved in regulating radiation-induced loss of function. In different model 242 

systems, however, GSH administration has produced mixed results in terms of protection from 243 

radiation damage (12). The Recon metabolic reconstruction (https://www.vmh.life/#reconmaps) 244 

revealed enzyme-metabolite interactions involved in glutathione transport and metabolism; 245 

targeting transcripts revealed by this analysis, such as SLC1A5, that may be a more effective 246 

approach to mitigate radiation-induced damage in future studies than GSH administration.  247 

 Interestingly, according to the STITCH interaction database (http://stitch.embl.de/), 248 

S1PR4 interacts with glutamate in glutathione metabolism and adenosine in selenoamino acid 249 

metabolism. In this study, the transcripts S1PR1 and S1PR4 that encode S1PR1 and S1PR4, 250 

respectively, were significantly upregulated in irradiated glands. Binding of sphingosine-1-251 

phosphate (S1P) to these receptors has been associated with mediation of inflammatory signaling 252 



to enhance cell survival, migration, angiogenesis, proliferation, and differentiation depending on 253 

tissue and type of injury (47), (48). We also observed higher levels of sphingosine and the 254 

transcript SPHK1, which encodes for the enzyme involved in sphingosine-1-phosphate (S1P) 255 

synthesis (47), in irradiated salivary glands compared to control. S1P treatment in human 256 

granulosa cells has been shown to activate yes-associated protein (Yap) via S1P1R and S1P3R 257 

during follicular development (13). Our lab has previously shown that radiation-induced loss of 258 

apical-basolateral polarity leads to Yap activation at five days post-radiation (14). Interestingly, 259 

in a model that restores salivary gland function following radiation treatment (using injections of 260 

insulin-like growth factor 1), apical-basolateral polarity is restored and Yap activation is reduced 261 

(14). Overall, this suggests that radiation may increase the activation of inflammatory signaling 262 

mechanisms associated with S1PR1 and S1PR4 in salivary glands that integrates with the 263 

compensatory proliferation response.  264 

 Radiation-induced changes in sphingolipid metabolism may also play a role in the 265 

apoptosis-induced compensatory proliferation response or the inflammatory response in salivary 266 

glands. Acute increases in ceramide production and apoptosis lead to the switch from apoptotic 267 

signaling to increased cell proliferation (36). Here, we observed significantly increased 268 

expression of the transcript UGCG in irradiated salivary glands compared to control, as well as 269 

significantly increased levels of glycosyl ceramide (d18:1/20:0, d16:1/22:0) and glycosyl 270 

ceramide (d18:2/24:1, d18:1/24:2). In response to radiation treatment, increased apoptosis is 271 

observed in parotid salivary glands that peaks at 24 hours following radiation treatment (5), (41), 272 

(44) and is followed by a compensatory proliferation response that begins five days after 273 

treatment and continues for at least 90 days (40). Thus, understanding the role of glycosyl 274 



ceramides in the induction and chronic upregulation of compensatory proliferation may reveal 275 

new targets that could restore function to salivary glands following radiation.  276 

 Alternatively, fatty acid beta-oxidation in both the mitochondria and peroxisome were 277 

downregulated in the joint pathway enrichment analysis. Specifically, we observed 278 

downregulated levels of both propionylcarnitine (peroxisomal lipid metabolism) and the 279 

transcript HADHA, which encodes the enzyme hydroxyacyl-CoA dehydrogenase (mitochondrial 280 

fatty acid beta-oxidation). Propionylcarnitine is known to interact with HADHA (19). Previous 281 

reports have also shown that peroxisomal and mitochondrial metabolism are tightly synchronized 282 

to coordinate the effects on lipid oxidation (19), (42). Interestingly, HADHA is expressed at 283 

higher levels in salivary glands as compared with other tissues throughout the body (57). In a 284 

metabolomics analysis of mouse serum, whole-body 6 Gy radiation resulted in enrichment of 285 

branched chain fatty acids (BCFAs) and very-long chain fatty acids (VLCFAs), implying 286 

dysregulated peroxisomal fatty acid beta-oxidation (22). BCFA and VLCFA substrates are 287 

specifically transported into peroxisomes and not mitochondria for oxidation (63). Conversely, in 288 

irradiated salivary glands we observed lower expression of the ABCD1 transcript which encodes 289 

the ABCD1 transporter responsible for the import of VLCFAs into the peroxisome (63); this 290 

suggests decreased peroxisomal fatty acid oxidation in response to radiation.   291 

 Because peroxisomal lipid metabolism was significantly downregulated in the 292 

irradiated samples, we investigated whether other peroxisomal metabolic processes were also 293 

dysregulated. We observed dysregulation of bile acid synthesis, acyl glycine conjugation, and 294 

glyoxylate metabolism. Specifically, there were higher levels of bile acids and their conjugates 295 

(e.g. chenodeoxycholate and taurochenodeoxycholate), acyl glycine conjugates (e.g. 296 

phenylalanylglycine and cinnamoylglycine), in irradiated samples compared to control as well as 297 



increased expression of the ABCD3 transcript that encodes the ABCD3 transporter responsible 298 

for import of bile acid intermediates into the peroxisome. In the acyl glycine conjugation 299 

pathway, there was significantly higher AGT transcript expression as well as glycine levels in 300 

irradiated salivary glands compared to control. AGT enzyme converts glyoxylate to glycine 301 

specifically in the peroxisome. Additionally, transcripts involved in glyoxylate metabolism in the 302 

cytosol and mitochondria were downregulated in irradiated samples compared to control (LDHA 303 

and GRHPR, respectively). These results imply that radiation increases glyoxylate detoxification 304 

via the conversion to glycine specifically in the peroxisome of salivary glands. The Recon 305 

metabolic reconstruction identified a connection between the reaction facilitated by the SLC27A2 306 

transcript in peroxisomal alpha-oxidation and the synthesis of the bile acid chenodeoxycholate, 307 

corroborating the evidence for peroxisomal-specific bile acid synthesis. Collectively, these 308 

results suggest unique peroxisomal metabolic changes in irradiated salivary glands.  309 

 Alterations in thermogenesis and beta-oxidation pathways (Figure 5A,B), along with 310 

significant reductions in genes within mitochondria (Figure 6), suggest that radiation may induce 311 

a mitochondrial dysfunction phenotype. Many studies have described a loss or inefficiencies in 312 

electron transport chain (ETC) function as a hallmark of mitochondrial dysfunction (3), (16), 313 

(45). Within the results depicted in this study, reductions in NAD+, UQCR, NDUF, COX, ATP5, 314 

and MT-ND family members are most notably related to reduced ETC capacity. The products of 315 

these genes function within complexes I, III, IV, and V and are largely encoded within 316 

mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) (56). In contrast to nuclear DNA, mtDNA is not associated with 317 

histones and has been shown to be more sensitive to genotoxic stress (56). In addition, reductions 318 

in propionylcarnitine (C3) were observed in the irradiated group (Figure 6) that may lead to 319 

increases in free radicals and lipid peroxidation (61). The direct and indirect effects of radiation 320 



treatment along with potential inefficiencies in translation of these mtDNA products (16), (56) 321 

may explain the global reductions observed in these genes.  322 

 This hypothesis-generating study had several limitations. First, we had a very small 323 

sample size, and our network integration analysis was not adequately powered.  However, the 324 

primary purpose of this exploratory study was to determine whether the available network tools 325 

could be applied in this model. Further, radiation induces dramatic responses in the tissue, thus 326 

we were confident that differences could be observed with a small sample size. Our observed 327 

results are strengthened by the combined metabolomics and transcriptomics analyses and we 328 

have only reported those pathways that were significant in both. Second, we did not utilize a split 329 

sample approach. To our knowledge, this was the first metabolomics investigation of the 330 

radiation-damage response in salivary glands; therefore, we used both parotid salivary glands 331 

from a single mouse for metabolomics analysis in order to ensure an adequate metabolite yield. 332 

This resulted in separate mice being used for the metabolomics and the transcriptomics analyses. 333 

A third limitation is that only female mice were available for this study. Historically, we have 334 

used female mice due to a more pronounced acinar cell compartment in females than males. 335 

Future metabolomics studies should include both male and female mice to account for the 336 

differences in metabolite profiles attributed to sex hormones. Finally, we were only able to 337 

investigate one timepoint for this study. Five days post-radiation was chosen because 338 

compensatory proliferation begins in parotid salivary glands at this timepoint and contributes to 339 

chronic loss of function (14).  340 

 Despite the limitations of this pilot study, our data shows that by integrating 341 

metabolomic and transcriptomic data, genes and metabolites altered by irradiation of salivary 342 

glands converge on a statistically significant metabolic network that involves glutathione 343 



metabolism, energy metabolism (TCA cycle and thermogenesis), peroxisomal lipid metabolism, 344 

and bile acid production. Manual curation of the metabolite data not annotated to KEGG or 345 

HMDB identified sphingolipid metabolism to also be an important pathway in the damage 346 

response. This pilot study provides evidence that supports larger studies to more thoroughly 347 

investigate the specific metabolic signatures of irradiation damage to salivary glands as well as 348 

the signaling interactions that drive radiation-induced salivary gland dysfunction. 349 

 350 

METHODS 351 

Mice and radiation treatment 352 

Mice were housed and treated following protocols approved by the University of Arizona 353 

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC). All experiments were conducted using 354 

female FVB mice obtained from Jackson Laboratories (Bar Harbor, ME). At 4-6 weeks of age, 355 

mice were treated with one 5 Gy radiation dose using a 60Cobalt Teletherapy Instrument from 356 

Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd Theratron (80-cm distance from source). Prior to radiation 357 

treatment, mice were anesthetized with an intramuscular injection of ketamine/xylazine (70 358 

mg/kg-10 mg/mL) and placed in a 50 mL conical tube. To target the head and neck region for 359 

radiation treatment, the rest of the body was shielded with >6mm thick lead during radiation 360 

exposure. 361 

Tissue preparation and metabolomics processing 362 

Parotid salivary glands were extracted from mice five days post-radiation treatment (N=4) and 363 

from untreated mice (N=4). Tissue was snap frozen and shipped to Metabolon, Inc., for 364 

metabolomic profiling. Samples were prepared by precipitating proteins with methanol containing 365 

standards for reporting extraction efficiency. The instrument settings, data procurement, and 366 



software for data management have been previously described in detail (18), (46). Briefly, samples 367 

were desiccated under a vacuum for at least 24 hours followed by nitrogen derivatization using 368 

bistrimethyl-silyl-trifluoroacetamide. Metabolomic profiles were collected on three separate 369 

platforms using ultra-high performance liquid chromatography (Waters Corporation) coupled to a 370 

linear trap quadrupole mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scienific Inc.) (UPLC-MS/MS2) in 1) 371 

positive ion mode, 2) negative ion mode, and 3) polar mode (negative ionization). Identification 372 

of metabolites was performed by automated comparison of the ion features to an in-house reference 373 

library. The reference library contains over 2,400 reliable chemical standard entries that 374 

incorporate retention time, molecular weight (m/z), preferred adducts, and in-source fragments 375 

with their associated MS-MS2 spectra. Fast identification of metabolites in the samples was 376 

achieved with high confidence utilizing this reference library. The median relative standard 377 

deviation (RSD) for the internal standards used for each sample run was calculated to assess 378 

instrument variability and was found to be 3%. To assess total process variability, the RSD for all 379 

endogenous biochemicals in the technical replicates was calculated and found to be 7%. 380 

Metabolomics statistical analysis 381 

Metabolon data was processed using MetaboAnalyst (MetaboAnalyst 4.0) (15). Metabolites with 382 

missing values in at least 50% of samples were removed; remaining missing values were imputed 383 

with half of the minimum positive value in the original data based on the assumption that the values 384 

were below the instrument detection sensitivity limits. These data were then normalized using log-385 

transformation and Pareto scaling as previously described for metabolomics studies (1). Sample 386 

distribution of metabolite data was assessed by Principal Component Analysis (PCA), using the 387 

package prcomp from R (51), and Orthogonal partial least squares discriminant analysis (OPLS-388 

DA), using the package ropls from R (59). Both PCA and OPLS-DA results were visualized with 389 



the ggplot2 package from R (64). A significant-features plot (S-plot) was generated that visualized 390 

the variable influence in the OPLS-DA model. Metabolites with p1 between -20 and -10 were 391 

considered important metabolites upregulated in response to radiation, and metabolites with p1 392 

between 10 and 20 were considered important metabolites downregulated in response to radiation. 393 

The metabolites identified as important from the S-plot that were not annotated to Human 394 

Metabolome Database (HMDB) IDs were assigned corresponding pathway(s) and enzymes using 395 

MetaCyc (10), (65). For metabolites not identified by MetaCyc, corresponding pathways(s) and 396 

enzymes were curated manually using PubChem and KEGG when available (34). The Mouse 397 

Multiple Tissue Metabolomic Database (MMMDB) was not utilized for this study as it does not 398 

contain information specific to the mouse salivary glands.  399 

Metabolite Differential Intensity Analysis 400 

Normalized metabolite data were compared between untreated and irradiated conditions using the 401 

R package limma (52). A significance threshold of Padj < 0.25 (p-values adjusted using Benjamin-402 

Hochberg method) was used and differentially expressed metabolites visualized with the pheatmap 403 

package from R (35). Metabolite pathway enrichment was performed by Metabolite Set 404 

Enrichment Analysis (MSEA), using the R package fgsea with the pre-ranked option. Metabolites 405 

were ranked by their (-log10[p-value])*sign(log2[fold change]) value and tested for enrichment 406 

against the metabolite Consensus Pathways Database (CPDB). 407 

RNA Isolation, NGS Library Preparation and Sequencing 408 

Parotid salivary glands were extracted from a separate set of mice five days post-radiation 409 

treatment (N = 3) and from untreated mice (N = 3) for transcriptomic profiling. Tissue was snap 410 

frozen and shipped to the University of Arizona Genomics Core for RNA-seq analysis. RNA was 411 

isolated with TRIzol reagent using the manufacturer's protocol (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.), 412 



then treated with RNase-free DNase. Presence of residual genomic DNA (gDNA) was visually 413 

assessed based on the electropherogram trace from the Illumina Fragment Analyzer, where it 414 

would show a signal after the 6000bp marker. The degree of RNA degradation was assessed by 415 

microfluidic electrophoresis, measured through RQN score (mean score 7.38). One sample, UT1, 416 

had RQN=4.7 which is lower than the threshold of 7. Due to the preciousness of the sample (which 417 

consists of all parotid salivary gland tissue from one mouse), the sample was sequenced and the 418 

data quality was assessed after sequencing; please see “RNA-seq data preprocessing and analysis” 419 

below for more details. cDNA libraries were prepared with the Illumina TruSeq™ Stranded Total 420 

RNA Library Prep Kit and Illumina RNA single indexing following the manufacturer’s protocol 421 

with an input of 2,000ng of template. The final NGS library was quantified via qPCR with a probe 422 

complimentary to the adapter sequences involved in a built library along with a purchased standard 423 

ladder designed for the NGS library measuring process. Samples were sequenced using the HiSeq 424 

2500 platform in the Rapid Run configuration (2x100 paired-end sequencing) and subsequent base 425 

calling with the BCL2Fastq software from Illumina. 426 

RNA-seq data preprocessing and analysis 427 

Raw reads quality was assessed using FastQC 0.1 (4) and reads were trimmed using Trimmomatic 428 

0.32 (7). See Supplemental Figure S1 for quality control metrics for all six samples. Reads were 429 

aligned to mouse reference genome GRCm38 using HISAT2 (33). Gene-level counts were 430 

determined using HTSeq-count 0.6.1 (2). Genes with zero read counts in all six samples were 431 

removed from further analysis. Counts data were normalized using the variance stabilizing 432 

transformation method from DESeq2 (43). Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was carried out 433 

in R. Differential expression analysis was performed with default parameters in DESeq2, and 434 

genes with an adjusted p-value < 0.05 were visualized with the ComplexHeatmap package from R 435 



(27). We mapped the mouse Ensembl gene IDs to human orthologs using the standard pipeline in 436 

the R package biomaRt, which in turn pulls the data from Ensembl. Ensembl predicts gene 437 

orthology using a maximum likelihood phylogenetic gene tree generated by TreeBeST (62). 438 

Pathway enrichment was determined by Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA), as implemented 439 

in the R package fgsea, using the pre-ranked genes option. Genes were ranked by their (-log10[p-440 

value])*sign(log2[fold change]) value, and were tested for enrichment in Gene Ontology (GO) 441 

biological process gene sets from MSigDB. Please see Supplemental Bioinformatics Methods for 442 

more detailed information about the commands and parameters used. Low RQN sample: The 443 

untreated replicate 1 (UT1) sample had low RQN value. We therefore assessed the UT1 data using 444 

multiple metrics to determine its usability for this study. UT1 was indistinguishable from UT2 and 445 

UT3 with regards to 1) FastQC results, 2) Phred scores, 3) total number of raw reads, 4) percentage 446 

of mapped reads, and 5) PCA (Supplemental Figure S1 and Figure 2A). In an unbiased analysis 447 

using only the 500 most variable genes across all six samples, UT1 clearly clustered with UT2 and 448 

UT3 (Supplemental Figure S1). We therefore included UT1 in all further analysis. 449 

Pathway enrichment 450 

Integrated pathway analysis was conducted by first performing gene and metabolite pathway 451 

enrichment separately by pre-ranked Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA), as implemented in 452 

the R package fgsea. Genes and metabolites were ranked by their (-log10[p-value])*sign(log2[fold 453 

change]) value, and were tested for enrichment against the ConsensusPathDB (CPDB) pathways 454 

downloaded from the CPDB website on 11 Jun 2020 12:13 - GMT-0700. Joint pathway enrichment 455 

analysis was carried out according to Cavill (11), where metabolite and gene set enrichment 456 

analysis results were combined, and only pathways with enrichment estimates for both genes and 457 

metabolites were selected. For each pathway i, the joint p-value (p-joint) was calculated using the 458 



equation p-joint = 𝑝𝑚𝑖 ∗ 𝑝𝑔𝑗, where 𝑝𝑚𝑖 is the metabolite enrichment p-value and 𝑝𝑔𝑖 is the gene 459 

enrichment p-value for pathway i determined via fgsea. False discovery rates (FDR) for the joint 460 

p-values were calculated according to the Benjamini & Hochberg method (51). Pathways 461 

considered as significant were selected based on the criteria of having 𝑝𝑚𝑖  < 0.05, 𝑝𝑔𝑖 < 0.05 and 462 

FDR < 0.05. 463 

Network analysis of significant metabolites and genes 464 

STITCH: All human chemical-protein interactions were downloaded from STITCH 465 

(stitch.embl.de) on Feb 9 2020. Note that this graph is bipartite, as edges exist only between 466 

proteins and chemicals. A radiation-associated subgraph of STITCH was created by restricting to 467 

genes with Padj < 0.05 and metabolites with P < 0.05, where P is the unadjusted p-value. This 468 

subgraph had 61 metabolites and 91 genes and 298 edges between them. To test the significance 469 

of the subgraph, we selected 1000 random sets of matched metabolites and genes from the set of 470 

all measured genes and metabolites in our platforms. We then computed the number of unique 471 

STITCH interactions and total edge weight for each matched random subgraph. An empirical p-472 

value was computed by summing the number of times the random subgraph had a larger number 473 

of unique interactions or total edge weight than the observed radiation-associated subgraph. The 474 

code used to perform this analysis is provided in the file network_analysis.R. To visualize the 475 

subgraph, we used the R package condor to identify bipartite network communities, 476 

MetaboAnalyst to identify enriched pathways (parameters on web-based application: “Joint 477 

pathway enrichment” with no fold changes, KEGG or HMDB metabolite IDs used depending on 478 

which had better coverage, enrichment run against “All pathways” not just metabolic, Fisher’s 479 

exact test with, “Combine queries” option), and Cytoscape v3.7.2 to create the final network image 480 

(50). Recon3d: The Recon3d reactions and annotations were downloaded from 481 



https://www.vmh.life on 13-May-2020. Genes and metabolites were restricted using the same p-482 

value thresholds as above for STITCH. Edges were drawn between every differential gene and 483 

metabolite (mapping to a KEGG ID) that participated in a common reaction according to Recon3d. 484 

The network was visualized using Cytoscape v3.7.2. Meta-network: Meta-networks were created 485 

by adding the scores of the STITCH interactions between all measured members of the two 486 

pathways, or only the GSEA leading edge genes and metabolites in the two pathways. The total 487 

STITCH score was then used as the final edge weight connecting two pathway nodes in the meta-488 

network. 489 

Active module analysis 490 

jActiveModules: Active modules were identified using jActiveModules plugin in (31) Cytoscape 491 

3.7.2. The input network was the STITCH subnetwork consisting of all genes and metabolites that 492 

were measured in our dataset (by Metabolon or by RNA-sequencing). Unadjusted differential 493 

expression p-values were used to score all nodes. Module search was carried out using default 494 

settings. “Max depth from start nodes” was set to the default value of 2. Genes and Metabolites 495 

app (GAM) (54): Unadjusted p-values and log2(fold change) values were input for all measured 496 

genes and all measured metabolites with KEGG identifiers. Whenever multiple transcripts mapped 497 

to the same gene, the transcript with the lowest p-value was chosen to represent that gene. GAM 498 

was run using the R Shiny app (https://artyomovlab.wustl.edu/shiny/gam/) with default 499 

parameters. 500 

Supplemental information on bioinformatics methods 501 

For more details about the precise bioinformatics methods (including software commands, 502 

parameter choices, and quality control steps), please see “Supplemental Bioinformatics Methods.” 503 

Code reproducibility: We have made the scripts used for alignment, read counting, differential 504 



expression, PCA, metabolite data processing and analysis (including differential abundance and 505 

OPLS-DA), joint pathway enrichment, and network analysis (i.e. computing the significance of 506 

the subnetwork of differentially expressed genes and metabolites) available as supplemental data.  507 
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DATA AVAILABILITY: The RNA-sequencing data can be accessed in the Gene Expression 509 

Omnibus (GEO) with accession number GSE155902 510 
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 729 

FIGURES 730 



 731 

Figure 1. Metabolite profile differences between irradiated (IR) (N=4) and untreated (UT) 732 

(N=4) parotid salivary gland tissue in female mice. (A) Principal component analysis (PCA) 733 

scores of normalized metabolite data separated by condition with principal component 1 (PC1) 734 

accounting for 30% of the variance and principal component 2 (PC2) accounting for 25% of the 735 

variance between conditions. (B) Orthogonal partial least squares discriminant analysis (OPLS-736 

DA) scores of normalized metabolite data separated by condition (p1 is the predictive component 737 

displaying variation between conditions and o1 is the orthogonal component displaying variation 738 

within conditions). (C) OPLS-DA loadings significant features (S-plot) shows the contribution 739 

(p1) and the reliability (p1_corr) of the predictive component separating the metabolites by 740 

condition. (D) Heatmap of top 25 differentially expressed metabolites with a significance threshold 741 

of Padj < 0.25 in irradiated versus untreated samples. Color key denotes the Z-score by row. 742 



 743 

Figure 2. Transcriptome profile differences between irradiated (IR) (N=3) and untreated 744 

(UT) (N=3) parotid salivary gland tissue in female mice. (A) Principal Component Analysis 745 

(PCA) plot of RNA sequencing data. (B) Heatmap of 155 differentially expressed genes with Padj 746 

< 0.05 in irradiated and untreated samples. Pre-ranked gene set enrichment analysis against the 747 

Gene Ontolgy database for biological processes shows significant upregulation for ceramide 748 

glucosyltransferase activity, lipid binding and phosphatidylinositol trisphosphate phosphatase 749 

activity, and protein kinase binding and phosphatase activity; significant downregulation is 750 

observed for oxidoreductase activity, long-chain fatty acid-CoA ligase activity, and carbonate 751 

dehydratase activity in response to radiation. 752 



 753 

Figure 3. Integration of metabolomic and transcriptomic data through pathway 754 

enrichment and network analysis. (A) Joint pathway enrichment p-values were calculated by 755 

the product of each metabolite and gene enrichment p-value against the Consesus Path Database. 756 

Adjusted p-values were then estimated according to the Benjamini & Hochberg method. Bubble 757 

plot shows the top 10 enriched pathways ranked by (-log10(joint adjusted p-value) * leading 758 

edge number of enzymes * leading edge number of transcription factors) / total number of 759 

leading edge genes. (B) (Above) Network shows all STITCH interactions between nominally 760 

significant metabolites (P < 0.05; rectangles) and statistically significant genes (Padj < 0.05; 761 



ellipses), with the edge thickness proportional to the interaction score in the STITCH database. 762 

Nodes are colored according to community membership and significantly enriched pathways are 763 

indicated in the matching color. Note that yellow genes/metabolites were not statistically 764 

enriched for any KEGG pathway. (Below) Histograms show how the observed number of 765 

STITCH interactions (left) or total STITCH interaction score (right) among the irradiation-766 

altered genes and metabolites (Padj < 0.05 and P < 0.05, respectively) compares with 1000 767 

randomly chosen matched sets of genes and metabolites measured by our transcriptomic and 768 

metabolomic platforms. 769 

 770 



 771 

Figure 4. Active module analysis. (A) Top-scoring module from jActiveModules analysis in 772 

Cytoscape. Rectangles indicate metabolites and ovals indicate genes. (B) Active module found 773 

by the Shiny app Genes And Metabolites (GAM). Circles represent metabolites and edges are 774 

labeled by genes that help catalyze the metabolic reactions between those metabolites. 775 

 776 



 777 

Figure 5. Meta-network showing interactions between pathways. Nodes represent manually 778 

selected set of twelve significantly enriched metabolic pathways. Edge weights between 779 

pathways correspond to the total strength of protein-chemical interactions from the STITCH 780 

database between members of those pathways. Edge width and transparency are both 781 

proportional to edge weight. (A) Baseline network: All measured genes and metabolites in each 782 

pathway are included. (B) Perturbed network: Only the leading edge genes and metabolites (i.e. 783 

those most altered by irradiation) are included from each pathway. 784 



 785 

Figure 6. Integrative visualization of enriched pathways in metabolic reaction diagram. 786 

Map of the metabolic pathways and the cellular compartments in which they take place with 787 

upregulated and downregulated transcripts and metabolites observed in response to irradiation. 788 

Rectangles correspond to MSEA leading edge (LE) metabolites, ovals correspond to GSEA LE 789 



transcripts. Red denotes upregulated transcripts/metabolites and blue denotes downregulated 790 

transcripts/metabolites. Non-LE metabolites that are statistically significant (Padj < 0.05) from 791 

differential intensity analysis are denoted by the rectangular shape with the rounded edges. 792 

Asterisks denote transcripts/metabolites found in Recon3d reactions. Pound sign denotes the 793 

transcript/metabolite is found in radiation-damage response literature. 794 
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